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News for HTR Users 
 

HTR 2001 Seminar Re-Cap 
 
Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas Strip – Friday Night June 15 
 
Thirty-three HTR members and their spouses and friends met for our 6th annual seminar in the Stardust conven-
tion and banquet hall.  The room filled up fast and we had to summon the banquet manager for additional tables 
and chairs to accommodate everyone.  The meeting room and the buffet dinner were first class and we thanked 
and applauded the Stardust race/sports management for their annual sponsorship of our event. 
 
Business was brisk at the Stardust during the seminar weekend (it was also Fathers Day weekend) and the HTR 
group had a great time socializing, betting horses and discussing thoroughbred racing and high-tech handicap-
ping.  The Stardust has already invited us back next year and promises additional publicity and perks.  The 
seminar was written about in local newspapers, Daily Racing Form Nevada, several newsletters and Internet 
chat forums and there were two Vegas radio shows that highlighted the event.   
 
The first order of business Friday night was for me to extend special gratitude to those HTR members that have 
been subscribers since 1996 or earlier.  A flyer was handed out and a reproduction appears on the next page.  I 
called each name on the list and the member’s hometown.  Those who were present were asked to come and 
stand up front near the podium with me and receive a thank you gift.  I was able to compile the list below by 
looking at business records from our earliest days when we used a 14,400 modem for download and there were 
just 30 or 40 subscribers each month.  
 
An affectionate gratitude ‘roasting’ of Tom Walters and his book were the first order of business after the in-
troductions.  Then the popular TomCat took the stage for the 4th year in a row and gave us his humorous pres-
entation on horseplayers and betting.  A summary and elaboration on his weekend speeches starts on page 4 
herein.  He and wife Linda kindly presented me with a beautiful shirt from Keeneland racecourse.  The Walter’s 
are Lexington residents, but are seeing much of the rest of the world lately with Tom’s racetrack winnings and 
successful book royalties.  They were off for a week in Hawaii right after the seminar. 
 
At 9pm I began my presentation about velocity and Fraction one.  Highlights from my lecture are in this news-
letter along with a detailed review and two of the handouts. 
 
At 10pm we asked recent big $$ handicapping tournament winners Tommy Castillo and Mike Mayo to give us 
some insight on their wining strategies.  Both men have become real pros at the tournament game through their 
determination and study.  From Mike and Tommy I garnered the following fine points --- 
 
• Tournaments are a narrow specialty that is entirely different from regular handicapping and money manage-

ment.  Experience is vital in getting organized before the contest and knowing ahead of time what it takes to 
win.  A feel for the “flow” of each event is gained intuitively by attending many tournaments.  Strict disci-
pline against making cash wagers during the contest is adhered to by most champions at the big tourneys. 

 
• Betting longshots in the tournament is an absolute must in order to succeed.  Mike and Tommy have set a 

minimum of around $20 as an acceptable mutuel for a contest wager.  Both men praised HTR software as 
the best available tool for finding those high priced horses. 

 
• Both Mike and Tommy are willing students of the game and not afraid of doing as much research as neces-

sary to win.  They have also spent considerable amounts of money commissioning yours truly to write cus-
tom applications and research tools that are used almost exclusively to find potential longshot tournament 
wagers.  Bottom line  you want to win the big prize, you do the time.     
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001 
 

Seminar Handout #1 
 

This handout was the first item presented at the seminar.  Those names that are marked attended were present 
at the seminar on Friday night – and were asked to come forward and be applauded. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Special Thank You - Long Time HTR Members 
The following people have been subscribers for 5 years or more.  Some have downloaded every month 
since our inception in Summer 1995 - most of the people listed below also purchased the original MPH 
program (Modern Pace Handicapping Software) in spring 1994 and subscribed immediately when the 
download BBS service was offered a year later.  Sincere appreciation to each one of you for your loy-
alty to HTR over the years.   
 
 *Buls, John                Seattle, WA         attended 
 *Burquest, Wes             Sarasota, FL        attended 
 *Castillo, Tommy           Dallas, TX          attended 
 *Coyle, Phil               Truckee, CA 
 *Davis, Bill               Roselle, IL 
  Fox, Chuck                McDonald, PA 
  Fuhrman, Richard          Baltimore, MD 
  Kistler, Steve            Las Vegas, NV       attended 
**Logsdon, Ernie            Petaluma, CA        attended 
  Melia, Ed                 Quincy, MA 
  Minyo, Andy               Chicago, IL         attended 
 *Newton, Rick              Little Rock, AR     attended 
 *Nier, Randy               Murrietta, GA  
**Okamoto, Ben              Trabuco Canyon, CA  attended 
  Overholser, Joel          Pasadena, CA 
  Partridge, Ken            Grand Island, NE    attended 
 *Patten, John              Benicia, CA         attended 
 *Richey, Bob               Las Vegas, NV   
  Rubin, Dr. Larry          W Hempstead, NY 
 *Stardust Hotel            Stardust RaceBook   attended/sponsor 
  Stroum, Bernie            Las Vegas, NV       attended 
  Terrill, Cal              Somewhere in, FL 
 *Walker, Robert            Las Vegas, NV  
 *Walters, Tom              Lexington, KY       attended 
  West, Jonathan            Newport News, VA 
 

* Continuous download with HTR / HDW since 1995.  
** Original Member.   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

btw: The four original members of  the MPH / HTR handicapping development team (Los Alamitos, 1993) were Tom Bro-
hamer, Ken Massa, Ernie Logsdon and Ben Okamoto.  Our first software user was Lawrence Lopes, who at that time 
was the managing editor of Today’s Racing Digest.   
 
The long-distance award (the person traveling the furthest to attend the seminar) went to Ron Koszuta from 
Buffalo, NY.  Carl Erickson would have won it (Ontario, Canada), but he didn’t make it to the Stardust until 
Sunday night!  A headcount showed 22 states were represented this year.  From Connecticut to Arizona, from 
Seattle to Sarasota, thank you all for making the trip.  We hope to see you all again next year in Las Vegas.  If 
anyone has suggestions or comments about how we can make the seminar a better experience, please email me 
with your thoughts. 
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001  
 

TomCat and the TLC  
 
Tom Walters always leads off our seminars and gets the group into a relaxed and congenial mood.  His seminar 
presentations highlight the humor of the thoroughbred racing experience from the bettor’s perspective.  As 
someone who plays full time at a major plant (Keeneland) the TomCat has tons of experience to draw upon for 
his speeches – and he knows that we all share the frustrations and joys of this game that he talks about.  His 
teaching experience from his classes at the University of Kentucky is a great asset because he instructs year 
around to the complete spectrum of players, from absolute novices to hardened pros at our yearly meetings.    
 
Unlike his UofKentucky classes, I don’t pay Tom to speak at our meetings.  It is 100% volunteer effort on his 
part – for which we are all grateful.  But I do reciprocate by working on a sizable custom project for him each 
year.  This year he came up with the design for the TLC software.  The program was recently updated again and 
is available from our free web site.  We have been pleasantly surprised by the positive response to the program 
and will add it to the options menu of the HTR2001 Windows version later. 
 
Rich Bush, our HTR web master, has placed special emphasis on the program with additional written details on 
the software upgrade section for TLC.  You can download the latest TLC update now from the HTR web site.  
In fact, I added the new material while Tom was off on vacation!.  Thanks to John Buckley for his excellent 
research and ideas in the latest TLC update..    
 
Let’s review a few of the items that have made their way into the TLC with the help of Tom, John and others in 
the last few months  
 
Impact Rating Numbers 
The Impact numbers from TLC are not the same as those in the standard Impact application.  The TLC is a 
paceline-selection sensitive program – the Impact software is not.  The stand alone Impact.exe does not allow 
the user to select lines or a paceline method such as in HTR.  Impact.exe uses a composite method that combines 
several of the five HTR auto paceline selection modes.  If you change the paceline mode in TLC then you will 
change the Impact readouts in the bottom section.   
 
New addition is the Impact trainer rating.  It appears near the midpoint of the bottom section using the column 
header “iTR”.  This number is exactly the same as the TRN in Impact.exe. 
 
New: the middle section of the TLC output is now sorted by the “MikeD” number.  HTR researcher and data 
workshop host Mike DeRienzo created this number by combining the HTR power rating (POW) and the Pscan 
together.  His latest test sample of 45,300 races from 38 tracks reveals the following statistics for contender se-
lection using the top four ranked horses with the “MikeD” rating.  
 

Race Type                                            Top 4 win rate                #1 Rank Win              #2 Rank Win 
 

Dirt Sprint Non-maiden       77%             30%            21% 
Dirt Sprint Maidens          75%             31%            19% 
 

Dirt Route Non-Maidens       77%             28%            21% 
Dirt Route Maidens           79%             32%            20% 
 

Turf Routes Non-Maiden       72%             26%            19% 
Turf Routes Maiden           72%             27%            19% 
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001 
 

TLC Ratings ……continued 
Any automated ranking method that can pick close to 80% winners from the top four selections is impressive.  
Favorites hit at about 74% with the top four – but with nary a longshot to be found.  A nice feature to the 
“MikeD” ranking is that it does pick up on price horses and there are also no ties with the figure as it is a deci-
mal number. 
 
New: An “!” appears next to the horse’s running style (eg: E! or F!) to indicate the Fr1 (Ev) leaders that have a 
particularly large advantage in the feet-per-second rating.  This will not always be the same horse as the “*” 
early runner.  The “*” early indicates positional quickness, the “!” is a measure of early velocity superiority.   
 
Other recent symbolism and abbreviations worth noting from the TLC 
 
( ) surround some horse’s Quirin-speed points.  That symbol indicates a horse that was positioned 3rd or better 
at the first call in it's last race.   
 
[ ] surround the class ranking if the horse is making a sizable drop in company from the previous start. 
 

{ } surround the layoff days off if the horse is making it’s second start after a 45 day layoff or more.  Regular 
parenthesis surround the layoff days if the time off has been considerable. 
 
bf = beaten favorite last out 
ff = false favorite (from a definition by Glen Love) 
sf = superior favorite (based on top rankings in several factors together). 
 
An “x” in front of the trainer ranking indicates a change in trainer has been made since the last start.  If a letter 
“c” follows the ranking, the change in trainer is a result of a claim from the last start.  Without a “c” the trainer 
change could be for a number of reasons, including switch of ownership, shipper to a new circuit, etc. 
 
The small “t” in front of the jockey’s name in the bottom section indicates that the trainer and jockey have been 
particularly potent together with a good number of mounts during the last 365 days. 
 
If I missed anything pertinent about the TLC, or you have additional questions, feel free to post a message on 
our HTR user board, which will be quickly answered by experienced TLC users.  Or read the update to the TLC 
file that Rick Bush posted in the software update area of the HTR web site.  
 
Tom Walters also gave us two good presentations on Saturday at the public seminars.  I was particularly 
enlightened by his lecture on the true meaning of “gambling” in thoroughbred horse racing.  The real gamblers 
are at the sales – such as the world’s richest thoroughbred auction which he attends every year at Keeneland 
sales pavilion.  Tom also lives in the Kentucky bluegrass and knows many of the big players in the high stakes 
game of equine chess.  There is only one Derby winner out of the thousands of 3-year-old hopefuls each May, 
and only a handful of horses will ever make their owners a million dollars on the track.  The vast majority of big 
dreams in thoroughbred racing become shattered reality financially.  Luckily, Tom explains, there has been con-
sistent interest from the world’s wealthiest people in acquiring the finest American (usually Kentucky bred) 
thoroughbreds that has kept the breeding industry healthy in recent years.  An excellent reminder of where 
ground zero is in this sport. 
 
Tom came up with another trifecta strategy that he borrowed from our Access expert MikeD.  It involves an 
economy ticket that is top heavy to encourage putting longshots in the win slot and narrowing the middle section 
to the most probable contenders.  The method appears on page 6.  I like this strategy and found it particularly 
useful when playing for fun with dollar tri’s on unfamiliar dogs, harness or thoroughbred tracks (can you say 
“Yavapai”) in which I had no information other than the morning line or tote in Nevada/Arizona/Calif desert 
locations on my vacation. 
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001 
Trifecta Strategy – Tom Walters Seminar Saturday 

 
The “MikeD” strategy Tom explained at the seminar is simple to demonstrate, but takes some thinking to 
organize the horses involved and make it work.  Here is the basic plan ----  
 
A B C D with A B with A B C D E  …… 
 
Four horses are placed on top (win), just the top two are added to the middle (place) and five or more on the 
bottom (show position).  The $1 cost as shown with five horses on the bottom is $18, very economical for get-
ting a five horse mix and four of them on top!  Add an additional horse to the bottom of the ticket and the cost 
rises to $24.  I also like to add an additional horse to the middle as shown later. 
 
Typical mix for the $18 method 
A = top rated horse, often the favorite 
B = 2nd pick 
C = longshot early speed selection (Fr1) – try for 8/1 odds or greater. 
D = longshot late speed selection (Lv) – try for 10/1 odds or greater. 
E = any longshot that has some clue to hit the board (never a low priced horse). 
 
The best scenario here occurs when the C or D wins the race at a price.  If that happens, there is an excellent 
chance that A or B will finish second.  Notice how this trifecta strategy places the player in a whole new per-
spective.  You are rooting that one of your two top choices finishes exactly second – which, if you are in a 
slump, is more likely to happen than a win!  Obviously, if A or B is a decent overlay, a win bet should be made 
as well.  If A or B wins the race, you are now stuck hoping the race turns out predictable because B or A must 
arrive second to cash the bet - which occurred much more often than I expected when betting real money on this 
method. 
 
My variation to the formula allows the top longshot selection, horse C, into the place hole.  It also leaves the A 
horse off the bottom as it is usually low priced and won’t hang on for third very often if it cannot run well 
enough to win or place.  Now there are six horses total in the mix, with four of them on top. 
 
A B C D with A B C with B C D E F  =  $34 
 
This method gets C involved in the place hole and is useful for making a serious attempt at a boxcar trifecta 
payoff.  If C is the top price play, we are hoping for a big effort and a 1-2 finish.  But if D wins the race at a 
price, there is a high probability of cashing this ticket as well.  The E and F horses are always longshots, usually 
selected with some degree of late speed. 
 
This second method is not as cost effective as the original, but tailored toward horse C as a logical longshots 
with a real chance at the home run payoff.  The A and B runners are not necessarily the chalk, they should be the 
horses with the highest probability of winning on paper regardless of your personal feelings.  Use C and D as 
the “wing it” runners or “have a feeling” selections.  
 
If you’re like me and like to play races for fun while sitting at a simulcast center or racebook, then try the $18 
method on the dogs, sulkies, quarter horses, etc.  Use the morning line odds (not the toteboard) as your guide to 
the A and B horses, then use any information available for the rest of the numbers or continue with the track ML 
odds for C, D and E. 
 
Thanks again to Tom and Linda Walters for their efforts at the HTR seminar this year and every year.  You can contact 
Tom via email at: tomcat62@home.com.  He would love to hear from you if you have questions or comments about betting 
or handicapping strategy. 
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001 
 

Don and Mike’s Saturday Data Analysis Workshop 
 
For the hard-core number crunchers among us, HTR veterans Don Nadermann and Mike DeRienzo presented an 
excellent half-day teaching workshop in the Stardust conference room on Saturday June 16. 
 
Don is an experienced computer software instructor at New Horizons tech learning center in Des Moines.  He 
generously wrote a special guidebook last year to tutor the HTR user through the unfamiliar process of export-
ing from the HTR4MSA (or IMPACT) programs; and then import the comma-delimited output into MS-Access 
and run queries on various handicapping data, or to test out spot play theories and system scenarios.  The man-
ual is available from our free web site at www.homebased2.com/km and Don has promised to update as neces-
sary in the future.  Contact Rick Bush on the message board if you need help in downloading it. 
 
Don’s presentation this year was a careful step-by-step walk-through of the minefield that is Microsoft Access 
data management.  His focus is directed toward the horseplayer/researcher and how to get the information you 
need from the numerous data fields exported with the HTR programs.  There is little room in this newsletter to 
present the details.  We strongly suggest that everyone take a beginning class in MS-Access (at New Horizons 
or a community college) before taking your first shot at serious thoroughbred data analysis.  
 
The last hour of Don’s presentation became more advanced as he explained ‘table merging’ and more complex 
queries.  Please don’t miss the workshop next year if you are hungry for this invaluable instruction – we simply 
cannot reproduce a live teaching session for you – as there are continual questions and feedback from the group 
as he moves through the material.     
 
Mike DeRienzo was our second speaker at the workshop on Saturday afternoon.  Mike is completely self-taught 
in the field of thoroughbred database analysis and has moved to the most advanced level of Access processing, 
which is Visual Basic programming for Applications (VBA).  Much of Mike’s presentation was too complex for 
everyone to absorb in a 90-minute seminar – but the important thing he represented was that this is a road few 
have traveled and that there are endless possibilities for handicappers in this area.  We were all impressed with 
his handout and advanced treatment of the material, and those of us that do understand the VBA programming 
were given an excellent primer.    
 
Mike (“MikeD”) and Don (“Donnie”) are regular contributors and readers of the HTR user-forum message 
board.  They would be happy to answer your questions about HTR data analysis and Access usage there.  But as 
stated before, the use of database software requires determined self-motivation and effort that cannot be learned 
in one sitting – it takes time and practice - and willpower.  But the results are undeniable and position the re-
searcher far ahead of the public in the knowledge department. 
 
Future: 
I’ll be expanding the comma-delimited data output capacity of HTR with the new Windows version this summer 
(see page 12).  Many additional data fields will be available for analysis and the format will be directed toward 
the faster Integer coded data types that are far easier to manipulate for data queries.  We may need more time at 
next year’s HTR seminar to cover all the material! 
 
I have already invited Don and Mike back for another presentation at the Stardust in 2002.  Don’t miss the 
unique opportunity next year to attend the free session and gain greater understanding into thoroughbred data 
analysis.  No one else in this industry has such a powerful seminar – let alone at zero cost to the attendee.  
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001 
 

Friday Night Fr1/Velocity Session 
 
I began my Friday presentation with a handout that displayed the power of the HTR Fr1 or first fraction veloc-
ity.  The feet-per-second numbers and rankings are displayed for any race on menu option (1) in HTR software 
and almost all other screens under the ranking Ev.  Terms to remember --- 
 
Longshot = $19 or more win payoff 
Sprint Fr1 = 2f call in races less than 1-mile in distance. 
Route Fr1 = 4f call in races 1-mile or greater. 
Ev = same as Fr1, but a two letter abbreviation to facilitate space on reports.  
RS = running style.  Has no relation to the Fr1 velocity calculation.  The five running styles F, E, P, S, R are 
based on early position only – not the rate of speed at which the horse is moving. 
 
The first handout (not shown here) simply compared the percentage of actual longshots ($19+) with several 
handicapping factors.  The chart below gives you a few of the details from the handout and my research con-
ducted right before the seminar. 
 
Top ranked Fr1 from HTR =  17% (26% top two) last line or last two lines averaged. 
Beyer Speed (various selection methods) = 2-5% 
ML Favorite =  0% 
Pscan = 5-8% 
Impact Trainer rating = 17-19% 
 
These percentages represent the number of longshots that could be identified with that factor.  For example, if 
we listed the last 1000 longshots at North American tracks on paper, and then researched them to see which, if 
any handicapping factors identified them as winners, you would discover the largest percentage of clues for 
these horses from Fr1. 
 
Highlights from the seminar lecture on Fr1 
• Make no mistake about it.  HTR’s Fr1 is absolutely unique and cannot be duplicated by other handicapping 

software or methods.  The algorithm and adjustments are extremely complex and will never be revealed.  
Dozens of researchers, including my own exhaustive tests have consistently placed the ROI for Fr1 between 
0.90 and 0.95 in large unrestricted samples.  A test of 100,000 successive races from all tracks conducted 
right before the seminar revealed an ROI of 0.92 (19% winners) for the top ranked Fr1 runner in each field 
when selecting the last line or last two line average for each horse.  No other handicapping software or 
method of play can make such a verifiable claim of success with a similar unfiltered massive test sample.   

 
• Wait a minute – the Fr1 ROI is still a loser at 0.92 Ken!  Read that paragraph again, it states: “unfil-

tered…unrestricted…sample of data”.  This means every race from a 5f muddy $2000 maiden claimer at the 
Ferndale fair to a 1-1/2 miles on grass Grade I at Belmont.  No handicapping or any stipulations involved.  I 
hate to break this news to those looking for the “all burger” system with a positive ROI --- it does not exist, 
and cannot ever exist due to the dynamics of parimutuel wagering and the overbearing takeout tax on wa-
gers.  The Fr1 ranking is as good as it gets in that respect.  Separating the factor by various 
age/sex/class/distance/surface categories and using a more sophisticated paceline approach will uncover 
profitable situations for sure.  And there is no rival to HTR’s Fr1 for locating boxcar longshots.  
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001 
 

Friday Night Fr1/Velocity Session 
 
The real power with Fr1 is the stunning predictability with longshots – especially those rare winners over 20/1 
for which there is no other discernible clue to success.  Why are longshots so prevalent with Fr1 and why isn't 
the public able to ascertain the same information from other sources or the Daily Racing Form?   What sets the 
numbers in HTR apart and why do we claim them superior? 
 
• The primary reason is the accuracy of the numbers as they relate to real-time rates of speed.  Fr1 does not 

attempt to measure the exact clock time a horse ran at the first call.  That information is not available, except 
for the race leader.  Antiquated methods of equating one length with 1/5 of a second do not apply very well 
at the first fraction when the rate of speed is much faster than at the finish.  The public makes it’s most inac-
curate measurements at the first call when the thoroughbred energy depletion and time precision is at it’s 
most critical juncture.  

 
• HTR utilizes the 1/100-second timing in the calculations for greatest possible accuracy.  Time precision is 

more important at shorter distances than longer segments.  The Daily Racing Form still rounds down frac-
tional times to the closest 1/5 of a second.  A 2f fraction timed in 22.19 will appear in the DRF as 22.0.  
Many computer programs and paper/pencil methods still utilize that antiquated calculation.  This can be de-
cisively faulty and is one obvious component of the error built in to the public’s appraisal of early speed. 

 
• Beaten lengths calculations in HTR are correctly computed to represent the horse’s rate of speed at the mo-

ment the timing beam is passed by the lead horse.  We do not attempt to estimate the runner’s clock speed, 
but rather the rate of speed in feet per second wherever he may be on the track when information is gathered 
(the timer and chart call).  This was explained at the seminar in detail with a demonstration, but the concept 
is hard to grasp in a paragraph here or even with 15 minutes of lecture (boring math).  Suffice it say, there is 
a more precise method of computing beaten lengths that only your computer can handle.  Most handicappers 
continue to believe that a horse that is 3-lengths back of 22 flat quarter ran the quarter mile in 22-3.  This is 
a distortion of reality and the error is far more acute at the first quarter than at the finish.   

 
• Adjustments and variants.  Here again the handicapping public and the “experts” make apparent mistakes by 

assuming that what works for final time computations, will work for individual fractions.  There are three 
basic variants that are needed to adjust the raw numbers – 1) distance differences, 2) track-to-track differ-
ences, and 3) daily surface variant.  All of these require more meticulous adjustment at the initial call than at 
that finish.  HTR elegantly adjusts the first fraction in perfect harmony with the overall velocity/energy fac-
ets of the race.  This exclusive algorithm is a key component to success with velocity analysis. 

 
You may be wondering what is the point of explaining all this when all the calculations are automatic within the 
software anyway.  My goal is to help the user understand that the reason for the outstanding return with Fr1 is 
not the accuracy of the HTR velocity numbers themselves, but rather the inaccuracy of the public when making 
their analysis of the same information.  If the Fr1 ratings from HTR were published in the Daily Racing Form, it 
is absolutely certain that the ROI and longshot production would decline as bettors became more informed.  
Don’t worry – they haven’t made me any offers yet!   
 
There is much more to the Fr1 story, such as energy consumption being greatest at the first fraction, and unre-
coverable energy loss being double in the early going – but that stuff is for cardiac surgeons and mathematicians 
and future seminar speeches!  We need to cash tickets now, and you should be looking at Fr1 for clues to over-
lays, longshots and IRS exotic-wager sign-ups.  
 
On page 10, you will find an interesting seminar handout.  This chart grades various race situations with Fr1 
and longshots.  Think of this chart as a Fr1 w/longshots report card.  Analysis follows on page 11.  
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Longshot Effect of Fr1 in Various Race Categories 

 
Alw/Stk  Clm Msw Mcl 

 
Fast Dirt Sprinters  (5.5 - 7.5) C A C C 

    
Older Male  C B A C 
Older Female  D A D C 
3yr Male  C B D A 
3y Female  A C D F 
2yr Male C A B A 
2yr Female  F A D B 

    
Fast Dirt Routers ( 8.0 - 10.0)  C A B C 

     
Older Male  C A A C 
Older Female  B B A D 
3yr Male  A A A A 
3yr Female  D A B C 
2yr  Male  D x D x 
2yr Female  B x D x 

    
Turf Routers (8.0 - 12.0 f) C C D x 

    
Older Male  B C F x 
Older Female D D D x 

 
Spot play---              
 

    

Bad Finish/ Last Two Races B A C C 
 
 
Key to Data 
 

A = outstanding longshot prediction 
with Fr1 

    

 

B = very good longshot predict     
C = average longshot prediction  
D = below average longshot prediction  
F = very poor longshot predict  
x = insufficient data  
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News from the Las Vegas Seminar 2001 
 

Fr1 and Longshots 
 
Summary and Analysis of Handout 
The Fr1 velocity ranking is a critical tool in the search for longshots.  Those that have used HTR awhile and 
compared results with other software over the years tell me there is no comparison.  There are certain types of 
races that can be identified as for greatest production as shown on the chart on page 10.  Here are the highlights  
 
• The race types identified with the A or B grade are the treasure chests for Fr1 longshots.  Those with the D 

or F rating have proven far less profitable when wagering on fat-priced Fr1 horses. 
 
• Claiming races tend to be more productive than other types.  This could be a result of many elements, not 

the least of which is field size.  Claiming races tend to have more entrants and more competitive situations 
than maidens or non-claiming events.   

 
• Female claiming sprinters are an excellent wager with Fr1.  Bettors tend to be more hesitant to wager on 

female early velocity longshots than they are on males.  The win percentage for the males and females is 
about the same.  The mutuel prices are higher for the distaff winners. 

 
• The very best category for Fr1 longshot predictability is older male claiming dirt routes.  Females and 3-

year dirt route races are very good bets as well for finding big overlays with the early velocity.  Much of the 
profit is a result of the public’s mistaken perception of horses moving from sprint to route.  Many handi-
cappers are reluctant to back a quitting sprinter when it enters a longer race.  The reasoning: “if the horse 
cannot hold on at 6f, he will quit for sure going a mile”.  This remains an enduring conventional wisdom 
that is hard to break free of for most horseplayers.  Common sense tells us that a quitter in one turn sprint 
will be in worse shape if asked to go a longer distance and two turns.  Endless lists of longshot winners turn 
that assumption on its ear when you look at the profits. 

 
• Grass and turf races do not appear to be good bets with Fr1 based on the research and chart.  There is a bit 

of a dichotomy with the data though.  The win percent is extremely low for Fr1 longshots on the turf.  How-
ever, each year the largest win payoffs with Fr1 tend to come from grass races.  I’m talking about $100 and 
up win prices.  The problem for the handicapper is being in the right place at the right time and getting down 
on that 80/1 turf score.  The losing streaks can be insufferable and it may be best for steady investors to ig-
nore grass races if looking for Fr1 overlays on a daily basis.   

 
• Last month I ran an elimination method in the newsletter that was very useful overall.  It involved horses 

that had lost both of their last two outings by 10 or more lengths (re: June 2001 newsletter).  While most 
categories of races and factors had ROI in the poverty zone (under 0.70), Fr1 defied the conventional wis-
dom again and produced a slight profit in the ROI.  Amazing, but the plays are limited and the sample too 
small to draw definitive conclusions.   

 
I’ll conclude by saying that Fr1 is the wild card in handicapping almost any type of race.  It is a major thorn in 
the side of final-time speed figure based horseplayers as they cannot and stubbornly will not come to grips with 
the reality that profits in thoroughbred racing are found more often in the incremental early fractions, not the 
final time.  Take advantage of that.   
 
Saturday Seminars 
Running out of space here, but much of my Saturday session was summarized in the June newsletter.  The chart 
on track class was discussed in detail.  The origin of class in North American racing is the Msw at the Class-A 
track.  I demonstrated this with a handout of the 2001 Triple Crown entrants.  Every horse that reached the final 
plateau for 3-year-olds this year (and almost every year previous) broke it’s maiden in a Msw race at a Class-A 
track (there are just nine Class-A-tracks).  This very distinct pattern of early activity exists among nearly every 
eventual Grade-I winner as well.  Much more was elaborated on class patterns at the seminar – I’ll try to inject 
some of it with test research into future newsletters.  
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Late News 
 

HDW Relocation and Change of Download IP Address 
 

HTR subscribers will access their files from the following web site in the future  
 

http://216.49.140.232/ 
 

Save this Internet address to your browser favorites listing.  The previous download site is no longer 
valid as HDW has changed servers and incoming phone lines for more efficient usage.  
 

New business voice phone for Handicappers Data Warehouse (HDW): 502-570-0333 
 
HTR2001 Windows installation and upgrade will be available on Monday July 9th.  Those that 
had a successful initial setup will only need to download the small .exe file.  New computers must 
download the large installation file the first time only.  The Windows version will have no effect on 
your current HTR DOS programs - they are separate entities.  

 
 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then placed 
on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR can view 
the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR download 
customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  Com-
ments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


